BY DESIGN

CUSTOM FINISH COLLECTION

LUXE CUSTOMISATION
Colour makes life exciting, it can take something great and make it extraordinary.

Luxe by Design are proud to oﬀer an exclusive Custom Finish Collection for the Victoria + Albert Bath and Basin
series, tapware, towel rails and bathroom accessories. We can customise the exterior of any bath or basin
model with multiple options from matte and gloss paint ﬁnishes to complex geometric and traditional patterns
to suit any style. Colour matching is also available with a sample required for an exact match.

We oﬀer a unique Hydrographic Printing service ideal for smaller items to apply timber, carbon ﬁbre, marble
and many other patterned eﬀects. Etching, foiling and airbrushing are also available to oﬀer corporate logo and
insignia detailing for complete personalisation. Project rates are also available on request.
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LUXE CUSTOM FINISHES - LEAD TIMES
Due to the high quality paint ﬁnishing on our baths and basins,
they require curing time before shipping. Please allow 3 calendar
weeks plus standard freight times for all matte and gloss single
colour baths and basins. For custom art designs, please allow
5 calendar weeks.

LUXE CUSTOM FINISHES - RETAIL PRICE LIST 2015
MATTE PAINT COLOURS

Bath Code

Bath Price

Basin Code

Basin Price

Matte Black

LCF-B-MB

$2200

LCF-VB-MB

$500

Matte Anthracite

LCF-B-MA

$2200

LCF-VB-MA

$500

Matte Graphite

LCF-B-MG

$2200

LCF-VB-MG

$500

Matte Oyster

LCF-B-MO

$2200

LCF-VB-MO

$500

LCF-B-MCP

$2200

LCF-VB-MCP

$500

Bath Code

Bath Price

Basin Code

Basin Price

Gloss Black

LCF-B-GB

$2500

LCF-VB-GB

$550

Gloss Anthracite

LCF-B-GA

$2500

LCF-VB-GA

$550

Gloss Graphite

LCF-B-GG

$2500

LCF-VB-GG

$550

Gloss Oyster

LCF-B-GO

$2500

LCF-VB-GO

$550

LCF-B-GCP

$2500

LCF-VB-GCP

$550

Matte Custom Single Colour

GLOSS PAINT COLOURS

Gloss Custom Single Colour

all prices at GST inclusive.

LUXE CUSTOM FINISHES - SPECIALTY
HYDROGRAPHIC FINISHING

CODE

Basin Price

LCF-VB-HGP

POA

CODE

Price

Bath - Bespoke Custom Finish, Made to customer design

LCF-B-BSK

POA

Basin - Bespoke Custom Finish, Made to customer design

LCF-VB-BSK

POA

Hydrographic printing in either gloss or matte finish
Contact us for our hydrographic catalogue of pattern samples.

CUSTOM ARTWORK AND DETAILING
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